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ABSTRACT 
The paper introduces electronic signature system in technology archives management of EPC project. The cooperating 
in electronic signature system between design department, technology management department and archives 
management department is described. Archives safety in electronic signature system based on certificate authentication 
is also described. The paper finally introduces the electronic signature collection and management parts of electronic 
signature system. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Technology archives of EPC project mainly involves 
digital drawings and its related design documents.[1-3] 
Electronic signatures in archives system add hand-
written signatures and  registration stamps in technology 
archives. Electronic signatures have the same visual 
effect with paper contents. Electronic signatures can keep 
the facticity and integrity of electronic information.[4-5] 
The utilization of electronic signatures  is common in 
archives management of EPC projects accompanied with 
digital design. 

China United Engineering Corporation Limited 
introduces electronic signatures in archives management 
of EPC project to improve the efficiency of archives 
management procedure and coordination of different 
departments. 

2. ARCHIVES MANAGEMENT 
PROCEDURE OF EPC PROJECT 

2.1. Archives Management Procedure 

Technology archives management of EPC project 
mainly concerns design department, technology 
management department and archives management 
department, as shown in Figure 1. Design department 
generates digital drawings and their related design 
documents as follows.  

1. Designers finish digital drawings and their related 
design documents, self-review the designing, and 
authorize electronic signatures of designers. The 
electronic signatures of designers are the signatures of 
names. 

2. Checkers check the digital drawings and their 
related design documents, and authorize electronic 
signature of checkers. The electronic signatures of 
checkers are the signatures of names. 

3. Approvers review the digital drawings and their 
related design documents, and authorize electronic 
signature of approvers. The electronic signatures of 
approvers are the signatures of names and registration 
stamps. 

4. Sanctifiers review the digital drawings and their 
related design documents, and authorize electronic 
signature of sanctifiers. The electronic signatures of 
sanctifiers are the signatures of names and registration 
stamps. 

The system generates document list for filling 
automatically and the application is submitted to 
technology management department. Technology 
management department reviews the digital drawings 
and their related design documents to ensure the 
designing is compliant with regulations.  
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Figure 1 Archives management procedure. 

Archives management checks and accepts the digital 
drawings and their related design documents after 
technology management approves the application. 
Archives management adds electronic signatures of 
design stamps or completion stamps to the digital 
drawings and their related design documents as the 
application required. The digital drawings and their 
related design documents are input to archives system, 
and can be utilized for printing and third party design 
reviewing. 

Archives management concerns the related people in 
design department, technology management department 
and archives management department. These people are 
authorized to deal with different grades of issues. Super 
administrator may attend to deal with some special issues 
if routine procedure can not work well. 

2.2. Archives Safety Management 

The digital drawings and their related design 
documents are transmitted between design institute, 
design reviewing center, construction enterprises, urban 
construction archive, proprietors,  etc. The system should 

ensure the digital files can not be edited or falsified in 
transmission. 
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Figure 2 Archives safety management diagram. 

Archives safety management is based on certificate 
authentication. Certificate authority send certificate 1 to 
design institute and certificate 2 to design reviewing 
center. Certificate 1 and 2 are attached to digital files with 
electronic signature after design institute and design 
reviewing center confirm. Construction enterprises, 
urban construction archive, proprietors receive the digital 
files can check certificate with certificate authority to 
ensure the digital files not be edited or falsified. 

Archives safety management introduces electronic 
watermark technology to avoid copying digital drawings 
and their related design documents. Electronic 
watermark appears when the digital archives are reading. 
For different readers the digital archives have different 
electronic watermarks. If the digital archives are leaking, 
the managers can find the leaker by electronic 
watermarks. 

3. ELECTRONIC SIGNATURE 
COLLECTION 

3.1. Electronic Signature Collection 

3.1.1. Hand-written Signature 

Designers,  checkers, approvers and sanctifiers 
upload their basic information in archives system. The 
basic information includes the picture of hand-written 
signature. The picture of hand-written signature should 
meet: 

1. Use black bold pen (0.7mm or 1mm thick) to make 
hand-written signature in A4 sheet. 

2. The picture is 300 DPI, 24 digits image depth and 
370×193 pixels. 
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Figure 3 The picture of hand-written signature. 

3.1.2. Registration Stamp 

Approvers and sanctifiers upload their pictures of  
registration stamps in archives system. The picture of 
registration stamps should meet: 

1. Stamp registration stamp clearly in A4 sheet. 

2. 750×340 pixels. 

 
Figure 4 The picture of registration stamp. 

3.2. Electronic Signature Management 

3.2.1. Authority Management 

Designers,  checkers, approvers and sanctifiers make 
their electronic signature in archives system using their 
personal accounts. Administrators give different personal 
accounts different authorities depending on positions, 
specialty and qualification. Authorities of personal 
accounts can be modified if necessary. 

 
Figure 5 Authority management interface. 

3.2.2. Valid Time Management 

Registration Stamps have their valid times. The 
archives system records the valid times of registration 
stamps. Valid times of registration stamps is checked in 

every electronic signature application. The archives 
system also automatically inform administrators and 
registration stamp possessors to update their new 
registration stamps. 

 
Figure 6 Valid time management interface. 

3.2.3. Safety Management 

Archives system must ensure the facticity and 
validity of each registration stamp. Archives system 
sends CA to  registration stamp holders. The registration 
stamp holders must upload registration stamp with CA to 
keep the facticity and validity. 

 
Figure 7 Registration stamp with CA. 

3.2.4. Devices Management 

Electronic signature can be done in computers and 
mobile devices. Mobile devices may use Wechat or 
Dingtalk to complete the electronic signatures. Archives 
system authorize some people complete the electronic 
signatures in mobile devices, but others just can complete 
the electronic signatures in computers for their 
responsibility of position. Administrator can authorize 
different accounts to use different kinds of electronic 
signature devices. 
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Figure 8 Device authorization management interface. 

For electronic signature computers,  archives system 
distributes codes to computers and binding with 
computers. Electronic signatures just can be completed in 
authorized computers. 

 
Figure 9 Device binding interface. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The paper introduces the application of electronic 
signature system in technology archives management. 
The method for archives and their safety management is 
described. And the method for electronic signatures 
collection and management are also described. 
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